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Pfaudler Group
One single source responsibility with access to all Pfaudler 
Technologies, Solutions, Services worldwide

ples of the results of our advanced 
thinking throughout all areas of typical 
chemical and pharmaceutical plants 
because  
our portfolio of technologies covers all 
chemical unit operations.

Years of experience and highly qualified 
services are the basis for innovative and 
economic solutions for your requirements 
in the area of process equipment and 
systems. 

Since 1884, Pfaudler has grown to be  
a truly global, multinational and diverse 
company with approximately 1,400  
employees and manufacturing facilities  
in nine countries on four continents,  
encompassing the Pfaudler, Montz,  
Edlon, GMM Pfaudler and Mavag brands. 

Pfaudler Technologies and Solutions can 
be found around the globe. They are 
installed in more than 100 countries and 
across six continents. Chemical and 
pharmaceutical companies around the 
world rely on the quality, durability and 
performance of our Technologies to  
ensure their chemical process systems 
are efficient, reliable, profitable and safe.

The name Pfaudler has become synony-
mous with chemical processing and 
corrosion resistance. You will find exam-

Technologies
We help make the  

world around us. Much  
of what you see, taste and  

touch in the world was  
created or improved  

using Pfaudler  
Technologies

Services
We provide 24/7 support  

for your entire plant

Innovation
Our innovative spirit  

continuously drives us to
develop the next  
great technology

Solutions
We design and build  

turn-key process
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Temperature Measurement
Sometimes speed is key

Early recognition of process tempera-
tures enables you to regulate it precisely 
and minimise fluctuations. Lower energy 
input and lower energy losses result in 
well-balanced energy management and 
therefore lower costs. Various techno-
logies are available, depending on the 
application.

Fused-in resistance thermometer
The functionality of Pfaudler’s type TW 
temperature probe relies on the tem-
perature dependence of the electric 
resistance of platinum. The platinum 
measuring unit, a PT 100 resistance 
thermometer, is fused into the glass 
lining of baffles or thermometer wells, 
providing an optimal heat transfer. 
Compared to conventional glass lined 
temperature measurements the heat 
transfer coefficient of fused-in sensors 
is lower, ensuring extremely low half-
value times.

Fused-in thermocouple
In the Pfaudler type T temperature 
probe, the temperature is measured 
exactly where it is needed. A Pallaplat 
thermocouple is fused into the glass 
lining of C-baffles or valve cones, 
providing an optimal heat transfer.

Inserted temperature sensor
Pfaudler’s type TMI temperature probe is 
a robust, simple and cost-effective 
solution for measuring temperature. The 
measuring insert – a resistance thermo-
meter – is pressed by spring action to 
the bottom of the baffle or valve cone.

TW
FUSED-IN 

RESISTANCE
THERMOMETER

T

TMI

•  Fastest glass-lined temperature probe
•  No sealing elements
•  Long service life, excellent long-term  
 stability and maintenance free

•  Up to six measurement points
•  No sealing elements
•  Long service life, excellent long-term  
 stability and maintenance free

•  Reduced wall thickness and coated  
 contact point for improved heat transfer
•  Measuring insert is easy to replace and  
 recalibrate

FUSED-IN 
THERMOCOUPLE

INSERTED  
TEMPERATURE 
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E T or TW

TMI
T or TW sensor on thermometer 
well diam. 40 mm. 
TMI glassed tube diam. 40 mm. 
E Reference measurement with 
unprotected pallaplat element

Measure in vessel 100 l with water at 120 rpm

Quick measurement results are essen -
tial for optimal temperature control.  
Pfaudler’s fused-in glass lining solutions 
closely offer a clear advantage – they 
are in contact with the medium. Some-
times speed is key!

TW

TMI T

-60oC -60oC TO +200OC

+200oC
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Features and Benefits
Early detection. Precise control

Type TW T TMI

Technology Fused-in Pt 100
thermometer

Fused-in 
thermocouple

Inserted Pt 100 
sensor

Measuring range -60 to +200 °C -60 to +200 °C -25 to +200 °C

Operating temp. -60 to +200 °C -60 to +200 °C -25 to +200 °C

Operating pressure -1 to +40* bar -1 to +40* bar -1 to +40* bar

Ex. protection II 1/2G Ex ia IIB T6
II 2G Ex ia IIC T6

II 1/2 G Ex ia IIB T6
II 2G Ex ia IIC T6

II 2 G EEx ib IIC T6, 
T5, T4

TOP LAYER

GROUND  
LAYER

PT 100
resistance

thermometer

STEEL

TW
FUSED-IN 

RESISTANCE
THERMOMETER

Features TW T TMI

Fastest glass-lined temperature probe •

No sealing elements in the wetted area • • •

Can be fused into the glass lining layer of a baffle, 
a Quatro-Pipe or a thermometer well

• •

Up to three measurement points can be arranged on a single 
probe carrier

•

Temperature measurement for complex component designs •

Small measuring element – excellent for installing on small com-
ponents, e.g. valve cones or spacer rings

•

Up to six measurement points can be arranged on a single probe 
carrier

•

Optimised heat transfer realised by a permanent contact pressu-
re, a reduced wall thickness and a gold coated contact point

•

Can be plugged into a baffle, a thermometer well or a valve stem •

Accuracy at 1/3 class B to DIN 43 760 / IEC 751 •

Benefits TW T TMI

Permits exact reactor temperature regulation • •

Optimal operational reliability • • •

Long service life and long-term stability • •

Maintenance free • •

Measuring insert is easy to replace •

Technical Data

* depending on  

 component or  

 nozzle size
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Global Services Capability

Our Services
From comprehensive engineering and 
technical services to our rapid, reliable 
field services and aftermarket parts 
supply, you can count on us to keep your 
process system operating properly:

Engineering
•  Consultancy Services
•  Pilot testing / toll operation
•  Process engineering

Installation, Commissioning, Start up
•  Planning
•  Project management
•  Installations
•  Lining measurement technologies

Maintenance and aftersales
•  Maintenance & repair
•  Troubleshooting
•  Glass inspection, reglassing and repair
•  Shutdown services
•  Spare / Replacement parts
•  Mechanical seal exchange

Pfaudler guarantees a global service 
during the whole process, pre and post 
sales, with the largest service organiza-
tion in different sectors.

Our Service Centers are close to your site 
to guarantee fast and flexible services. 
More than 150 people are at your service. 
We are present in several countries with 
field engineers who can provide you with 
comprehensive support for installation, 
commissioning and maintenance of your 
facilities and plants. 

Pfaudler Safety First
Delivering excellent safety performance 
is necessary for any company operating 
in the process industries. Over the years, 
and all over the world, Pfaudler has  
provided security in its products and 
highly-qualified service teams.  

We are committed to safety and our field 
service organization that provides 
installation and maintenance for your 
facility, has developed strict safety 
policies to ensure a safe working environ-
ment.

Pfaudler guarantees:
• skilled professionals properly prepared  
 and qualified on security and risk  
 management
• observance of international standards
• use of professional personal protective  
 equipment
•  reduced operating risks

Refurbishing, reglassing and inspection
In addition to its expertise in manu-
facturing and market products and 
engineered solutions, Pfaudler has core 
expertise in the service area of full  
equipment refurbishing. The reactors are 
completely reglassed, refurbished com-
bined with a suitable retrofitting of all 
devices or accessories, producing an 
appropriate program to meet specific 
customer needs and timeframes. All this 
is in compliance with international and 
European standards. Our technicians 
provide a complete glass lining inspec-
tion program to ensure that your reactor 
is in proper condition for safe and effi-
cient operation.

Our commitment to quality components 
means that our technologies are often  
in service for many years. However, our 
pioneering approach means that during 
this time we have developed new solu-
tions. Whether your process is changing 
or you are looking to further optimise 
performance levels, an upgrade to our 
new technologies can improve the 
capabilities of your reactor.

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT

EXTENSIVE 
FIELD SERVICE
NETWORK
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